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About This Game

Lucky Panda is a simple platformer with elements of survival in which you have to pass a variety of locations for the
defenseless Panda. Imagine that your species is dying, you must do everything to survive. Be careful- on your way are many
various enemies and traps that are waiting for your death. The essence of the game is to collect all the shoots of bamboo at a

level which opens the cabin of the Panda, hiding in which will take you to the next level. Good luck!

KEY FEATURES:

 Animated graphics.

 Simple, funny gameplay.

 Unforgettable adventures.
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Title: Lucky Panda
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
TSS Studio
Publisher:
TSS Studio
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2017
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the reason not to buy this game (I'll be quick to summarize)

1 - is a platform game in which the main character does not move his legs while running, he looks like a sticker flying around.
2 - sometimes the jump key does not work
3 - I could not get past the first level (tryed like 20 times)
4 - tryed to give a review and:

You need to have used this product for at least 5 minutes before posting a review for it (3 minutes on record).

fkkkkkkkk

5 - I could not get past the first level (tryed like more 20 times). Seems like a really early version. Fun yet kinda difficult game.
check it out:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/DH-SBiurUyg. You play as a panda, what more could i ask for.

10\/10. This game should be named "Unlucky Panda n Player" anyway...
Kinda difficult even for kids...
N about Steam Trading Cards? Its a trap mother\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er.... This is a very new game and seems to be an
early attempt. There are some bugs here and there but overall it plays quite well, from the limited time I have played here are
my observations:

- Needs animations for the player character
- When hit by the green enemies the death animation does not play
- Maybe add a health system instead of insta-kills?
- Consider adding text to guide a player through the game and telling them what to do to teach them the basics

But overall, while not perfect, this game is still fun and I can't really complain for the price.
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